
*Zoom is available in some rooms

* Only available in some rooms

Facility and AV Inclusions

Fixed or flexible furniture

Tables and chairs, whiteboard/smart board

High-speed WiFi

In-house sound system, projector and screen

Handheld or lapel microphones

Video conference and Zoom capabilities*

NUspace
Located in the heart of Newcastle’s CBD on Hunter 

Street, our award-winning NUspace building is a 
modern addition to our City Campus. The building 

boasts inspiring architecturally designed spaces 
that capture stunning views of the harbour and the 

surrounding city landscape. Our venue spaces are 
suitable for a range of corporate events including 

board meetings, team workshops, and small 
conferences, as well as networking events. NuSpace 
venues can accommodate from 10 to 110 attendees.  

The spaces are fitted with the latest AV technology  
and include a projector, screen, microphone, and  

smart board. Some spaces also include  
videoconferencing or Zoom capabilities. 

NUspace provides a great cocktail space on the  
ground floor in the foyer area and just off the foyer 

area outside at the Campus Green. Both areas can 
be used for various networking events.

Room X803Room X803



Floor area  

Classrooms 35-170 m²

Theatres 150-250 m²

Campus Green 325 m²

Foyer 730 m²

(02) 4921 6500

venuesandevents@newcastle.edu.au

newcastle.edu.au/venues-and-events

Venues and Events  
at the University of Newcastle

University Drive  
Callaghan NSW 2308

What we provide

House lights, power and bathroom facilities

Pre/post event general cleaning

Recommended vendors

Set up/pack down of venue

What you will need to arrange

Catering and drinks services

Decorations

Entertainment

Event staff

Photography

Preferred suppliers

A1 Audio and Lighting

Exotic Lily Events

Fordtronic AV

Newcastle Event Hire

Scion Audio

NUservices Catering

Workshop 35 - 72 Cocktail 50-250 Cocktail 50-250

Booth 112

Seating and Room Capacity    COVID-19 restrictions may apply

Venue Space Example  
NUspace Level 5

NUspace       Foyer             Campus Green

NUspace has been designed as a flexible learning space. The venues can be set up in a variety of different settings.  
Please use the below arrangements as a guide.

Classroom 35 - 70

Women’s toilet Men’s toilet

Disabled toilet KitchenElevator
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